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We Want to Hear From You

As another way for staff
 to communicate with
 Ying-Hwa (Bill) Kuo,
 the Interim UCP
 Director, the UCP
 Director's Office has an

 online anonymous suggestion
 box.

Submit your comments or
 suggestions anonymously.

Did you know...

The UCP Direcotrate's office is
 offering comprehensive
 writing/editing services.  If your
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 From the "Guest"  Director

By Dr. John Ristvey, Center for Science Education (SciEd) Director

 

On occasion, the Pulse will be featuring special program
 highlights written by UCP directors. This month's highlight is
 written by Dr. John Ristvey, SciEd Director.

Perseverance in Times of Change and Always

You’re not obligated to win. You’re obligated to keep trying to
 do the best you can every day.  –Marian Wright Edelman

In recent months, UCAR and UCP have experienced a great deal of change in
 leadership in a short period of time. How do we respond in the midst of such
 changes?

In their book Values and Principles that can Change the World, John and Charlene
 Potts (2010) define perseverance as steady persistence in a course of action.
 They go on to share a story from the book The Long Walk about a Polish officer
 Skavomin Rawicz who was sent to prison in Yakutz in the Siberian arctic by the
 Russian military after World War II.

He and others were able to escape in the middle of winter with only a weeks’
 worth of food, and thus began a long walk that took them through the Siberian
 Arctic, the Gobi desert, Tibet and over the Himalayas to India , a walk of over
 5000 km. Not all of them made it but Skavomin Rawicz did. He simply put one
 foot in front of another and never gave up until he was in India, safe from his
 pursuers. This is a heroic example of what the word perseverance means.

What does the “one foot in front of the other” concept mean for you as you
 contribute to the important work we do at UCP in “providing innovative resources,
 tools, and services in support of the research and education goals of the
 atmospheric and Earth system sciences community”?

In education, Carol Dweck (Stanford University) contrasts a fixed versus a growth
 mindset. “In a growth mindset, people believe that their most basic abilities can
 be developed through dedication and hard work” (Dweck, 2006). Growth
 mindsets contribute to academic success, resilience, and persistence (Blackwell et
 al., 2007; Dweck and Leggett, 1988). People with a growth mindset believe that
 their ability and competence will grow with their effort, in contrast to those with a
 fixed mindset who believe that ability is a static quantity that you either possess
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 program would like assistance
 with promotional, proposal,
 news/events, social media,
 templates, and/or any other type
 of project, please contact Kris
 Woodall!

FOLLOW UCAR/NCAR/UCP ABOUT UCP

The UCAR Community Programs
 provide innovative resources,
 tools, and services in support of
 the research and education goals
 of the atmospheric and Earth
 system sciences community.

A major focus for UCP is making
 sure the science from NCAR and
 UCAR institutions is translated in
 novel ways to a variety of
 audiences and stakeholders.

UCAR TWITTER FEED

New disease threat? Mosquitoes that carry
 #dengue move north w/ warming #climate 
but many factors influence outbreaks
 www2.ucar.edu/atmosnews/in-b…
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 or do not.

When applying this to providing feedback and praise, it is better to focus on
 recognition of hard work and perseverance rather than on how smart or skilled
 someone might appear to be.

How can you apply the principle of perseverance as you respond to recent
 changes in leadership at UCAR and UCP? How can you apply a growth mindset to
 working with sponsors, colleagues, and others in the community in which we
 serve?
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Ice Cream Social – August 26 (Wednesday), 2
 p.m. to 4 p.m., FL4 Main Entrance Circle.

 

UCP All-Staff Meeting – August 10 (Monday), 10:00 a.m., FL2 1022 Auditorium
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COMET Advisory Panel

The COMET Advisory Panel met in Boulder on June 24-25 to discuss current trends
 in the online learning environment and to create recommendations for COMET's
 development in the upcoming year. The Advisory Panel produced a set of four recommendations that were presented, and
 approved, by COMET's Executive Board.

COMET Executive Board
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The COMET Executive Board met in Boulder on 15-16 July. COMET received some very positive feedback, as well as
 recommendations for exploring cost-recovery options and COMET's future. The Executive Board also joined COMET staff for
 a dinner celebrating our 25th Anniversary.

COMET Hosts COMAP (COMET Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction) Course

COMET hosted the latest residence offering of the COMAP course, which was held 12-24 July. This science and leadership
 course, taught by COMET staff and numerous distinguished visiting instructors, was attended by 16 National Weather
 Service Science and Operations Offices. 

Latest MedEd Publications

Determining the Onset and Risk of Tropical Cyclone Winds 

 

This lesson introduces forecasters to the probabilistic guidance products used by the National Hurricane Center to assess
 tropical cyclone wind threats. It provides an overview of how these probabilistic wind speed products are created, their
 purposes, how to interpret them and provides practice in determining total risk and timing for location-specific peak wind
 events. 

For a list all modules on MetEd, including recent translations, please visit MetEd's Module List. 
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GLOBE Community Meets in Los Angeles for 19th Annual Partner Meeting

From 19-14 July, 225 members of the GLOBE community, from 52 countries, came together in Los Angeles, California, to
 participate in the 19th Annual GLOBE Annual Partner Meeting. The meeting celebrated the 20th Anniversary of the GLOBE
 Program, and opened with a presentation by Dr. Murphy on the history of the GLOBE Program, its enduring achievements,
 and notable milestones from the past 20 years. Welcoming remarks were given by GLOBE Partner and Meeting Organizer
 Henry Ortiz; and by GLOBE Sponsors Dr. Ming Ying Wei, NASA; Dr. Jill Karsten, NSF; and John McLaughlin, NOAA.

The agenda was packed with presentations given by partners, teachers, students, the
 GLOBE Implementation Office (GIO), and Raytheon staff. (The GIO is in the process of
 uploading all presentations.)

The meeting was preceded, on 19 July, by a day-long meeting for members of the
 GLOBE Working Groups, U.S. and Country Partners, and GLOBE Scientists and
 Educators – who are shaping the future of the GLOBE Program and supporting the
 development and implementation of GLOBE worldwide.

The GLOBE meeting for the community followed from 20-24 July. During this time, the
 52 international GLOBE students in attendance traveled to Wrigley Marine Research Center on Catalina Island, where they
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 participated in a field studies focused on GLOBE protocols. Students were taught the beginning-to-end steps necessary to
 enter their data using the GLOBE’s new data entry app and how to retrieve the data using the visualization system. 

Kayaking and snorkeling provided added excitement for a remarkable two days on the island. One day, adult participants at
 the meeting were able to tap into the island experience through a live audio/visual hook-up to the students. The adults
 themselves kept busy in Los Angeles, engaging in field studies of their own focused on hydrology, land cover, and the new
 SMAP soil moisture protocol.

GLOBE is Gearing Up for 2015 Mt. Kilimanjaro Xpedition

On 23 September, an international team of GLOBE scientists, teachers, and students will
 begin their trek to the summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro in tanzania to evaluate the evolving
 ecosystem of the largest freestanding mountain in the world.

Since 2009, GLOBE Xpeditioners have been ascending and descending this vital to study the
 various ecological zones and record vegetation, air, soil and surface temperature, cloud type
 and cover, relative humidity, and to take hydrological measurements.

Each year, particpants retrieve data loggers placed on the mountain by previous Xpedition
 teams. Xpedition scientists will analyze the data to determine whether ecological biomes are shifting and how much the
 glaciers of Mt. Kilimanjaro are shrinking.

While the Xpedition is taking place, teachers and students from around the world can follow along via webinar, take a
 guided tour online and interact with the scientists and other trek team members. Additional lessons, activities and
 materials, including a day-by-day Xpedition Journal, climate education resources and information about the expedition
 team will be available on the GLOBE website soon.

GLOBE Ukraine Successfully Hosts Student Phenology Campaign "Cherry Ukraine"

In 2015, GLOBE Ukraine held a Student Phenology Campaign called "Cherry
 Ukraine." The aim of the campaign, which lasted from February through May, was
 to engage students from Ukraine in investigation of the vegetation cycles of wild
 cherry (Prunus cerasus) and Nanking cherry (Prunus tomentosa). During the
 campaign, participants observed budbursts of the cherry species, measuring solar
 noon temperature and reporting their data to the GLOBE website. Overall, 686
 students and 89 teachers from 70 schools and educational institutions from all over
 Ukraine participated in the campaign.

Teachers who had registered for the campaign had the opportunity to attend an
 online workshop were they received training in GLOBE protocols on Atmosphere
 and Biosphere (Green-Up/Green-Down). After completing three different home
 tasks covering featured topics, 75 teachers received GLOBE Teacher Certificates.
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 Overall, 686 students and 89 teachers from 70 schools and educational institutions from all over Ukraine participated in
 the campaign.

Thanks to the campaign, the number of data entries on the Ukrainian webpage increased from 17,600 to 22,000! 

GLOBE Spotlight: Alumnus Abdelaziz Lawani Joins Borlaug LEAP Fellowship

GLOBE Alumnus Abdelaziz Lawani joined the Borlaug LEAP Fellowship as a 2015 Spring Fellow.
 Lawani’s goal is to investigate how large-scale government food storage will affect the people it is
 intended to help, focusing on rice in particular, given its enormous importance to much of the
 developing world. He hopes that his findings will help strengthen food security in the West African
 region and beyond, in line with Feed the Future’s goals for the region.

Currently, Lawani is pursuing his PhD in Agricultural Economics at the University of Kentucky, which
 he expects to receive in 2017. He credits his early interest in agricultural topics to his high school
 experience with The GLOBE Program. Even as a teenager, Lawani says that people were drawn to

 his ability to work well with others while searching for creative solutions to problems. He hopes to use both what he has
 learned in the past, and will learn as a Borlaug LEAP Fellow, to mentor young people looking to work in the agricultural
 sector.

The Norman E. Borlaug Leadership Enhancement in Agriculture Program (Borlaug LEAP) awards fellowships to outstanding
 graduate students who show strong promise as leaders in the field of agriculture and related disciplines.  The program
 honors Dr. Norman Borlaug whose distinguished career epitomized the qualities of leadership, scholarship, scientific
 achievement, international cooperation, mentoring, and passion.
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Recent and Upcoming Events

ARGOS JTA Executive Committee Meeting

17-17 July 2015; Washington, DC

ASP Early Career Summer Workshop on Geoengineering – 2015

20-24 July 2015; Boulder, CO

Western States Drought Coordinators & Emergency Managers Meeting

21-22 July 2015; Seattle, WA

United Stated Global Change Research Program (USGCRP) 2015 All-IWG Meeting

22 July 2015; Washington, DC

Tsunami Evacuation Plans, Maps, Procedures (PMPs) Pilot Workshop

27-31 July 2015; Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Workshop on the Development of Climate Information Systems for Heat Health Early Warning

28-30 July 2015; Chicago, IL

2015 US CLIVAR Summit

3-6 August 2015; Tucson, AZ

Ecological Society of America (ESA) 100th Annual Meeting

9-14 August 2015; Baltimore, MD

News from JOSS Offsite Offices

US CLIVAR

New US CLIVAR Working Group: Arctic Change and Possible Influence on
 Mid-latitude Climate and Weather
 

The dramatic retreat of perennial Arctic sea ice has been a wake-up call to
 the climate community that climate change may not necessarily be slow
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 and steady or that its impacts are only of consequence in the far-off
 future. The newly revealed open waters of the Arctic Ocean and the
 collapse of warm-season snow cover are known to have profound impacts
 on the energy balance of the Arctic. And, just as heating anomalies in the
 tropics can influence weather around the globe, large heating anomalies
 in the Arctic basin may have ripple effects at lower latitudes, especially
 across the industrialized countries and population centers of the Northern
 Hemisphere. This new Working Group will focus on better understanding
 the coupling between Arctic variability and mid-latitude weather.
 Membership, comprised of leading scientists in the field, has been
 established and the Working Group is beginning their initial activities. 

 

2015 Variations Summer Edition: The Warming Hiatus
 

The slowdown in the rate of global mean-surface temperature warming
 over the past 15 years or so has arguably led to one of the most
 contentious debates in the climate community. This phenomenon is so
 singular that it has developed proper noun status and is referred to as
 the “Hiatus.” In fact, there have been other slowdowns in the past, but
 they have received anywhere near as much attention.
  
 There has been no shortage in the number of mechanisms proposed as
 responsible for this Hiatus, ranging from internally generated climate
 variability related to various climate modes to changes in solar radiation,
 atmospheric water vapor, and aerosols, where the different ocean basins
 play a dominant role. In fact, some studies have suggested that there is
 no hiatus in the increase of global surface temperature, but rather that
 the slowdown is an artifact of bias in the observational record. 

The latest edition of Variations brings together a collection of voices to
 review our current understanding on the topic. 

 

US Carbon Cycle Science Program

Special Session at Ecological Society of America Centennial Meeting

 

The US Carbon Cycle Science Program is organizing a
 special session, entitled “Carbon Cycle Science at the
 Frontier of Global Change: A Coordinated Effort
 Among Federal Agencies.” This session will be held
 Monday, August 10thfrom 11:30 a.m. through 1:15 p.m. at the Baltimore
 Convention Center.  

https://usclivar.org/working-groups/arctic-midlatitude-working-group
https://usclivar.org/sites/default/files/documents/2015/Variations2015Summer.pdf
https://usclivar.org/sites/default/files/documents/2015/Variations2015Summer.pdf
http://eco.confex.com/eco/2015/webprogram/Session10875.html
http://eco.confex.com/eco/2015/webprogram/Session10875.html
http://eco.confex.com/eco/2015/webprogram/Session10875.html
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AirWaterGas: Sustainability Research Network

 

In July, eight Colorado middle and high school
 teachers joined the UCAR Center for Science
 Education (SciEd) for a month-long teacher
 workshop on the impacts of oil and gas
 development. The workshop was led by Lisa
 Gardiner.

The workshop, a culmination of a year-long
 professional development program that included three online courses, is related
 to a larger project called AirWaterGas (led by CU Boulder and funded by NSF),
 which aims to evaluate the environmental, economic, and social trade-offs
 between natural gas development and protection of water and air resources. So
 far, the teachers have visited the Mesa Lab, toured a drilling rig in Greeley,
 explored a non-profit water well monitoring project, and examined drill bits at the
 Colorado School of Mines. They are working with SciEd educators and
 AirWaterGas (AWG) researchers to develop classroom activities that they can
 take back to their classrooms.

Middle school teacher Sarah Johnson, from Keensberg, Colorado, says she loves collaborating with other science educators
 – since she’s the only science teacher in her school – and values the opportunity to have been able to speak with the
 researchers in the AWG project.

Sarah says those contacts will give her “more credibility” with her students. Seeing this issue holistically, she points out,
 “(the workshop) makes me more confident in bringing this sort of material to the classroom.” Sarah says she will use what
 she has learned to teach her students about ecosystem services and basic physics.

Eileen Duncan, who will be teaching AP Environmental Science as well as 8th grade physical and Earth science classes in
 Greeley, appreciates hearing from environmental scientists as well as oil and gas industry representatives. “When you
 have both sides of the story it really helps you to teach it,” Eileen said.       

Real Road Trip to Present Virtual Experiences

Randy Russell – SciEd’s designer of games, interactives, and simulations – hit the road recently to make a few in-person
 presentations.
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Game On at NCAR Poster

This illustration is the ClemLab
 simulation!

On July 8, Randy presented a poster entitled "Game On at NCAR: Infusing a Major
 Climate Research Center with Game-based Education" at the 11th Annual
 Games+Learning+Society Conference in Madison, Wisconsin.    

 

 

 

On July 15, Randy presented a poster entitled "Simulations and Virtual Labs for
 Online Earth Science Education" at the Earth Educators' Rendezvous conference at
 CU Boulder.

 

 

 

 

Finally, Randy assisted scientists and educators affiliated with CMMAP (the Center
 for Multiscale Modeling of Atmospheric Processes) in two professional development courses for K-12 teachers about
 weather and climate. The courses, held on the campus of Colorado State University in Fort Collins, were presented during
 the week of July 13-17. 

UCAR SciEd at the 15th Annual Texas Environmental Health Sciences Summer Institute

In July, SciEd’s Teri Eastburn traveled to Texas to provide teacher professional development
 workshops at the 15th Annual Texas Environmental Health Sciences Summer Institute. Texas
 educators were offered two days (one day focused on K-8 and one day focused on high school) of
 climate change content; complementary educational resources; and discussions on its causes,
 consequences, and solutions.

Six hours of professional development credit were available each day, and dozens of additional
 worthwhile workshops were offered for educators. This was SciEd’s thirteenth summer of offering
 professional development on climate change to educators from throughout the Lone Star State.
 Currently, the event is sponsored by Texas A&M Health Sciences.

 

Pathways into Computational Thinking

This past June, CISL hosted a data bootcamp focused on the use of R programming for high school
 students. Teri Eastburn and Randy Russell joined them one afternoon to test a resource introducing
 concepts of computational modeling, resolution, and computer speed. The students gave the

http://glsstudios.com/gls11/
http://glsstudios.com/gls11/
http://serc.carleton.edu/earth_rendezvous/2015/program_table/abstracts/101017.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/earth_rendezvous/2015/program_table/abstracts/101017.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/earth_rendezvous/2015/index.html
http://www.cmmap.org/
http://www.cmmap.org/
http://www.cmmap.org/scienceEd/summercourse/summerCourse15/
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 activity a unanimous “thumbs up.” SciEd will continue to develop activities that help educators and
 students understand computational thinking concepts – and scientific modeling, in particular.

On July 21, SciEd hosted an educational workshop with locally based Modular Robotics. Attended by
 Teri Eastburn and Eileen Carpenter, the workshop was focused on computational thinking. Thirty
 educators explored the use of a new product called Cubelets, which is designed to introduce
 concepts of computational thinking to students from pre-K to gray in both formal and informal
 educational settings.

SciEd welcomes the involvement of any UCP program interested in expanding research and resources focused on
 educational pathways to computational thinking related to the atmospheric and related sciences. Please let us know if
 you’d like to join the discussion regarding worthwhile opportunities and resources in this area. Contact us at
 scied@ucar.edu with suggestions.

New Summer Camp Program at the Mesa Lab

SciEd hosted a summer camp program for sixteen children, ages 9 to 11, during the week of July 20. This program was a
 partnership with CU Science Discovery and led by Eileen Carpenter, Marc Mueller and Tim Barnes. During this adventure,
 the kids explored the Mesa Lab, participated in activities, and learned a great deal about atmospheric science; Randy
 Russell presented the SciEd Virtual Ballooning simulation.which is a fun, interactive way to learn about the layers of the
 atmosphere. Activities included using instruments at the weather station to make observations about the weather;
 meeting with scientists to learn about the ozone garden and supercomputers; and doing hands-on activities about the Sun,
 climate, and severe weather.

SOARS 2015

SOARS protégés have wrapped up their research projects and/or have
 returned from their field experiments. Now they’re hard at work
 preparing final papers, presentations, and poster sessions. It was a very
 exciting summer, with several SOARS students participating in the PECAN
 field experiment (along with over 100 other scientists). One student went
 all the way to Ghana to conduct her research; another spent her time up
 on the Juneau Icefield (home to over 100 glaciers), and many dug in
 here, in Boulder, to pursue a broad range of challenging research topics.
 Special thanks to the SOARS team (Rebecca Haacker, Bec Batchelor,
 Laura Allen, and Karen Smith-Herman) and to the mentors and coaches
 that worked with the protégés this summer.

mailto:scied@ucar.edu
http://sciencediscovery.colorado.edu/program/summer-classes/
https://scied.ucar.edu/virtual-ballooning
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Art-Science Exhibit at NCAR

To See Things Differently: A Photographic Exhibit Revealing Change in the Arctic, featuring the artwork of Kerry Koepping,
 is on display at the Mesa Lab. Koepping is the founder of the Arctic Arts Project, a multi-year photographic study. The
 project looks to capture change in the purest of art forms, and will be used to promote dialog between the science
 community and the art world.

You can visit the second floor gallery to see photographs of Arctic ice, geothermal activity, landscapes, and cultures of
 Iceland and Greenland – on display from July 7, 2015 – September 30, 2015.

You can also wander through a virtual ice cave created with Koepping’s photographs in the first floor gallery from July 7,
 2015 – January 4, 2016. Special thanks to Lisa Gardiner who leads the Art-Science program, and Emily Doremire, Eileen
 Carpenter, Tim Barnes, and Marc Mueller who assisted in making this exhibit possible. 
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GFS 0.25° Model Output Available to
 Universities

 

The volume of data available to
 members of Unidata’s Internet Data
 Distribution (IDD) network increased
 significantly this month with the
 addition of model output from the
 Global Forecast System (GFS) model
 with 0.25-degree resolution. GFS 0.25-
degree data began flowing to IDD sites
 on July 28, 2015.

The GFS model is operated by the
 National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), which provides model
 output to the university community through the Unidata IDD CONDUIT data
 stream. Prior to the addition of the 0.25-degree resolution output, NCEP made
 GFS output with 2.5-degree, 1-degree, and 0.5-degree resolution available. While NCEP began making the 0.25-degree
 output available several months ago, Unidata delayed adding the data stream to the IDD in order to ensure that the IDD
 infrastructure at the Unidata Program Center was ready to handle the increased data volume, and to work with community
 IDD sites to ensure their readiness for the increase.

Due to its relatively high resolution, the 0.25-degree GFS model output comprises roughly four times the volume of all
 other GFS model output resolutions combined – roughly 20 gigabytes of data per model run, four times each day. To
 accommodate the increase in data volume, Unidata Program Center staff upgraded critical networking hardware and
 worked with university collaborators to ensure that their systems were ready. The preparations appear to have paid off, as
 no significant problems have been reported by community sites as a result of the increased volume.

Unidata is also making GFS 0.25-degree model output available via a remote-access THREDDS Data Server. For more
 information on the GFS 0.25-degree upgrade, see GFS 0.25° Model Output to be Added to CONDUIT on the News@Unidata
 blog.
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UCACN Model Advisory Committee Meets
 August 4-7

VSP is supporting the UCAR Advisory Committee for NCEP (UCACN) Model
 Advisory Committee (UMAC) at the National Center for Weather and Climate
 Prediction (NCWCP) Conference Center August 4-7. The purpose of this effort is
 to perform a strategic review of the major components in the NCEP Production
 Suite in order to inform the development of a unified modeling strategy.

The 17 members of the UMAC advisory committee are stakeholders from the
 university community, and NCAR, private enterprise, and federal scientists. Social
 scientists from NOAA will also participate through helping to determine how best
 to engage key stakeholders.

Heliophysics
Seasons In Space: Cycles of Variability of Sun-Planet Systems

In session at CG: 28 July - 4 August, 2015

On July 28, 17 faculty, five physics teachers, and 31 students came together for eight days dedicated to teaching,
 discussing, and learning about the exciting science of heliophysics as a broad, coherent discipline that reaches in space
 from the Earth's troposphere to the depths of the Sun, and in time from the formation of the solar system to the distant
 future.

The theme is “Seasons in Space: Cycles of variability of Sun-Planet systems.” A goal of the Heliophysics Summer School is
 for the instructors to develop materials from Heliophysics that can be applied in their classes.

VSP’s Barbara Emery Wins CEDAR 2015 Workshop Photo Contest
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One of VSP’s own, Barbara Emery (Associate Scientist III/IV, VSP
 Casual), has won the CEDAR 2015 Workshop Photo Contest! She
 won First Place and Honorable Mention in Category 2: People of
 the CEDAR Community.

 

 

 

 

2015 Photo Contest, First Place: Photo of poster judges Diego Janches, Rick Doe, and Simon Shepherd, taken at CEDAR
 2008 by Barbara Emery.

2015 Photo Contest, Honorable Mention: Photo of Mike Taylor with a bird in the Pavilion poster room, taken at CEDAR 2004
 Barbara Emery.

http://cedarweb.vsp.ucar.edu/wiki/index.php/2015_Workshop:Photo_Contest
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New Off-Site VSP Employees

NOAA National Water Center Employees

Please join us in welcoming the following new UCAR/VSP employee to the NOAA
 National Water Center in Tuscaloosa, Alabama:

Divya Sri Kodali - Software Engineer I
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